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Business 




A message from Calvin Ayre
 


CalvinAyre.com to cease operations as a gambling news website. Calvin Ayre is dedicating his resources to the success of Bitcoin SV. Read his announcement here. 



 Read More 
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LATEST VIDEOS







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kS9tWotyKuQVideo can't be loaded because JavaScript is disabled: The Industry Eye – Season 8 Episode 12 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kS9tWotyKuQ)

 


https://youtu.be/tA5rhmQpIU4Video can't be loaded because JavaScript is disabled: Naima Stevenson Starks talks NCAA stance on sports betting (https://youtu.be/tA5rhmQpIU4)

 


https://youtu.be/jETYmxCrZQYVideo can't be loaded because JavaScript is disabled: The Industry Eye – Season 8 Episode 11 (https://youtu.be/jETYmxCrZQY)

 


https://youtu.be/lvDqtg7lZeAVideo can't be loaded because JavaScript is disabled: Luisa Woods hints at where the opportunities lay in a regulated US market (https://youtu.be/lvDqtg7lZeA)

 


https://youtu.be/RD-t6rnFjnEVideo can't be loaded because JavaScript is disabled: Richard Downey explains the power of the US sports betting market (https://youtu.be/RD-t6rnFjnE)
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The Industry Eye – Season 8 Episode 12
 
24 February 2021
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Naima Stevenson Starks talks NCAA stance on sports betting
 
23 February 2021
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The Industry Eye – Season 8 Episode 11
 
19 February 2021
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Luisa Woods hints at where the opportunities lay in a regulated US market
 
17 February 2021
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Richard Downey explains the power of the US sports betting market
 
16 February 2021
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The Industry Eye – Season 8 Episode 12
 


By   Ed Pownall




 24 February 2021


Business
 







“It’s good-bye from him”. 
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Farewell to Poker on Calvin Ayre
 


By  Paul Seaton




24 February 2021


Poker
 







As ever, I am indebted to too many people to mention, but Derek, Bill, Jasmine and every one of the Calvin Ayre team, as well as Calvin himself of course, have all shown a lot of faith in me to carry the torch and I hope I’ve done them all credit. 
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The problem with time is that it always changes.
 


By  Erik Gibbs




24 February 2021


Business
 







I would be lying if I said it’s going to be easy to accept this transition and to refocus my efforts elsewhere. However, I am eternally grateful for having been given this excellent opportunity and have enjoyed every aspect of being involved in the Calvin Ayre organization. 
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The Beat Goes On
 


By  Derek Tonin




24 February 2021


Business
 







As you probably know by now, our time here at CalvinAyre.com is coming to an end. It’s been a pleasure to be a part of this site for the past two years, and there’s a very bittersweet feeling of seeing it come to a close, but looking to the next opportunity. 
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Odds: How will Gina Carano be written off of The Mandalorian?
 


By   Derek Tonin




 18 February 2021


Life
 







Gina Carano leaves the Disney stable in disgrace, but how will her character on the show meet her end? 
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Falcon and Winter Soldier Odds: who gets Captain America’s Shield?
 


By  Derek Tonin




11 February 2021


Life
 







We’re a month away from learning who will potentially be the full-time successor to Captain America 
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Becky’s Affiliated: The power of charity during a global pandemic
 


By  Becky Liggero Fontana




11 February 2021


Life
 







Becky catches up with Corinna Delowsky of the Calvin Ayre Foundation, with a hope of inspiring others to find happiness in helping those in need during the pandemic and beyond. 
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Trump Impeachment Odds: How many senators will vote to convict?
 


By  Derek Tonin




9 February 2021


Life
 







Donald Trump’s second impeachment trial starts on February 9. Will Democrats convince enough Republicans to bar him from future office? 
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You Lead by Minter Dial teaches leadership from within: Book Review
 


By   Derek Tonin




 27 January 2021


Ventures
 







Minter Dial shares his own experiences and encourages the reader to explore their own in this great new book on leadership. 
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Filling out a self-assessment in a few easy steps
 


By  Derek Tonin




14 January 2021


Ventures
 







Do you have trouble deciding what to write in your self-assessment? Figure out how to get past your hurdles are with these easy tips. 
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Buying a player’s time. Are we providing enough satisfaction?
 


By  Matthias Ciappara




11 January 2021


Ventures
 







Like the Rolling Stones (except for Keith) we have a fixed amount of time. Unlike the ageing Rock Gods we don’t have unlimited money to play with, so what’s the best use of our time and money? 
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Level up your marketing efforts with Google Tag Manager
 


By  Derek Tonin




5 January 2021


Ventures
 







If you’re a small team and need the perfect free, analytics solution to your marketing needs, Google Tag Manager might be it! 
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Learn about Bitcoin SV without the noise or the nonsense.
 


By   Bill Beatty




 24 February 2021


Bitcoin
 







Here are list of links that will surely help you jumpstart your Bitcoin SV journey and create vast opportunities for your gambling business. 
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CalvinAyre.com to cease publishing gambling news. Calvin Ayre to focus 100% on the success of Bitcoin SV
 


By  Bill Beatty




24 February 2021


Bitcoin
 







If you’ve been paying attention to this space for the past almost 10 years, you’ll know that we’ve been proponents of the original bitcoin and the promises made in the bitcoin whitepaper. 
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Ex-lottery op 500.com buys BTC.com crypto mining assets
 


By  Steven Stradbrooke




17 February 2021


Bitcoin
 







China's former online lottery operator 500.com continues push into crypto mining by buying BTC.com mining pool operations. 
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Peergame launches first on-chain roulette game for Bitcoin
 


By  Derek Tonin




5 February 2021


Bitcoin
 







Peergame has leveraged the Bitcoin SV blockchain to once again deliver a superior online gambling experience. 
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A message from Calvin Ayre
 


By   Calvin Ayre




 24 February 2021


Business
 







CalvinAyre.com to cease operations as a gambling news website. Calvin Ayre is dedicating his resources to the success of Bitcoin SV. Read his announcement here. 
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The Industry Eye – Season 8 Episode 12
 


By  Ed Pownall




24 February 2021


Business
 







“It’s good-bye from him”. 
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The problem with time is that it always changes.
 


By  Erik Gibbs




24 February 2021


Business
 







I would be lying if I said it’s going to be easy to accept this transition and to refocus my efforts elsewhere. However, I am eternally grateful for having been given this excellent opportunity and have enjoyed every aspect of being involved in the Calvin Ayre organization. 
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The Beat Goes On
 


By  Derek Tonin




24 February 2021


Business
 







As you probably know by now, our time here at CalvinAyre.com is coming to an end. It’s been a pleasure to be a part of this site for the past two years, and there’s a very bittersweet feeling of seeing it come to a close, but looking to the next opportunity. 
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David Yan leads latest Super MILLION$ final table with Astedt Chasing Glory
 


By   Paul Seaton




 24 February 2021


Poker
 







The latest GGPoker Super MILLION$ final table pitches some of poker’s biggest names directly against each other. 
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Daniel Negreanu and Phil Hellmuth to do battle in latest heads-up challenge
 


By  Paul Seaton




23 February 2021


Poker
 







The latest heads-up challenge looks certain to be between two of poker’s most famous faces, but who is the betting favourite to win? 
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Daniel Dvoress leads MILLIONS Online Main Event after day 1a
 


By  Paul Seaton




23 February 2021


Poker
 







Canadian poker legend and high roller Dvoress has the chip lead after the first day of action in the MILLIONS Online Main Event. 
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Goodbye to Full Tilt – The end of a poker era
 


By  Paul Seaton




22 February 2021


Poker
 







The former poker site was the only place to play for the best of the best... but its time is up. 
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Ethical questions at IPI lead lawyer to exit as chair held in contempt
 


By   Erik Gibbs




 23 February 2021


Casino
 







A lawyer representing Imperial Pacific steps down over possible “ethical violations”. 
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Richmond, VA, casino proposals begin to arrive ahead of public vote
 


By  Erik Gibbs




23 February 2021


Casino
 







Several casino operators are hoping they can impress the local community enough with their plans for a new casino in the city. 
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Macau recovery gains momentum as GGR up, travel restrictions down
 


By  Erik Gibbs




23 February 2021


Casino
 







The final days of the CNY holiday week showed improvement for Macau’s casinos, with more to come as quarantines lifted. 
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Mashpee Tribe finally get a break from the feds
 


By  Derek Tonin




23 February 2021


Casino
 







With Trump out of office, the Mashpee Wampanoag Tribe are finally getting relief from their legal troubles. 
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Europa League Sportsbetting Preview
 


By   Paul Seaton




 24 February 2021


Sports
 







Clubs such as Arsenal, Manchester United, Tottenham Hotspur and Leicester City are back in action across Europe. 
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Premier League preview – Gameweek #26
 


By  Paul Seaton




23 February 2021


Sports
 







The latest week of Premier League fixtures will see sides at the top and bottom of the table clashing for bragging right and points. 
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Tampa, Colorado and Vegas top Stanley Cup odds
 


By  Erik Gibbs




23 February 2021


Sports
 







With nearly half the season complete, Bodog has a huge list of potential Stanley Cup matchups for us to consider. 
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Champions League Sportsbetting Preview
 


By  Paul Seaton




23 February 2021


Sports
 







Chelsea and Manchester City head into Champions League knockout action with a lot to prove, but where is the betting value? 
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When one door closes, another one opens: Farewell sweet CalvinAyre.com
 


By   Becky Liggero Fontana




 24 February 2021


Events
 







When walking back to our hotel after finishing CalvinAyre.com EiG coverage in October of 2013, I looked over to my producer (Rob) and camera operator (Mani) and said, “I think my calling is Bitcoin”. 
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Becky’s Affiliated: ICE & iGB Affiliate London, a celebration with memories
 


By  Becky Liggero Fontana




4 February 2021


Events
 







In celebration of what would have been “London Conference Week”, Becky shares her top 10 memories from ICE and iGB Affiliate London in years past. 
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iGaming NEXT: POWER Hour kicks off 2021 with a look ahead
 


By  Derek Tonin




13 January 2021


Events
 







Four great discussions are the perfect way to start thinking of how the gambling industry might change in 2021. 
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Giving the customer the gambling experience they need: WGES
 


By  Derek Tonin




9 December 2020


Events
 







With most sites offering the same games, it comes down to giving the user an experience tailored to what they expect to see. 
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CalvinAyre.com is part of the Ayre Group. The Ayre Group is the largest multinational organization with a head office in the country of Antigua in the Caribbean. It is primarily a technology investor but is also in real estate.




Contact Us

We’re here to help with whatever you need. Send us an email and we’ll respond as quick as we can.
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Subscribe Now

Get the latest gambling news from Calvin Ayre
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We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.Ok



 
